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Abstract: Information can be secretly coded to conceal its actual meaning through the process of 

encryption. In computers, encrypted data is referred to as ciphertext and unencrypted data is also 

called plaintext. Data encryption guards against data loss, alteration, and compromise. However, the 

decryption key needs to be kept private and shielded from unwanted access in order to guarantee that 

data is kept safe. In this study, the One-Time Key Authorization (OTKA-AED) framework is built to 

guarantee that message exchange is safe between owners and requesters of cloud data. Additionally, it 

obtains the OTKA-AED framework that obtains the encryption and decryption method for every 

session number based on the bilinear mapping transformation and reverse bilinear mapping 

transformation. In this study, to provide the public key and secret key, the OTKA-AED framework 

first used the one-time key generation function. This reduced the key generation time and hence, 

increased cloud security. Finally, permission tag-based encryption and decryption was carried out 

under the authorization tag, which ensured authorization by effectively reducing communication and 

storage overhead. The proposed One-Time Key Authorization (OTKA-AED) architecture further 

ensures message processing within the cloud environment by increasing the security of message 

communication by encrypting key attributes shared among cloud users. 
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1. Introduction 

Both the academic and business worlds have given the cloud environment much attention. Firms 

can easily and securely share various services using Cloud Computing (CC). The personal information 

of the cloud data owner is transferred to the cloud servers via numerous middlemen, where it is shared 

at any time with other cloud data requesters. The cloud environment allows users to access the data 

anytime, from any location[1-3]. 

CC is an on-demand network access used to assess the information and resources on the internet. 

The CC services can secure the outsourcing of data security, data privacy, and service availability to 

third parties. The owners of cloud data can send their messages securely message securely at a high 

level. However, CC uses attribute encryption to ensure the protected message communication while 

leaving the authorization factor unresolved[4]. 
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The OTKA-AED architecture is suggested as a solution to the aforementioned constraint to improve 

message security and speed up key generation. The public and secret keys are generated between the 

cloud data owners and servers through the third party during each session using the one-time key 

generation function. Using the generated public key and secret key, Authorization Tag-based Attribute 

Encryption is meant to encrypt the key attributes through the authorization tag and produce cypher text 

with a lower computational cost. Executing the Authorization Tag-based Attribute Decryption[5], 

which decrypts the cypher text and retrieves the original message, will enable protected message 

communication in cloud service provisioning. 

2. Literature Review 

A previous study developed a secure data share method based on dynamic groups to carry out key 

distribution and data sharing[6]. A secure data-sharing mechanism is first created to share the key 

securely without using a communication channel. Users can access their private keys using the group 

manager without needing certificate authorities according to user authentication[7]. 

The Searchable Symmetric Encryption Scheme with Rankings was developed[8] to facilitate the 

effective usage of Cloud-based remote storage of encrypted data. Ranking search significantly 

improves system usability and, as a result, the accuracy of file retrieval by enabling the relevance 

rating of search results. It is crucial to carefully consider ranked search techniques such as relevance 

scoring, ranked search solution authentication, and command transfer from one to a number to 

correctly to correctly maintain the sensitive score data. 

A Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) approach was presented[9] to offer a higher 

level of security for CC supply. Additionally, the KP-ABE system enables senders to encrypt messages 

in the attributes, groups, and private keys that are connected based on access structures that specify 

which type of cypher texts the key holder is permitted to decrypt. By utilizing the deliverables 

identity-based broadcast encryption system, the KP-ABE approach creates a constant cypher text size. 

This makes it possible to express the access strategy with any form of repetitive access structure[10]. 

The amount of bilinear pairing is regarded as constant while cypher text size is self-governing to the 

number of cypher text attributes. 

3. Proposed Work 

The OTKA-AED framework is developed to safely outsource the secret message across cloud 

servers while employing a third party and key generation[11][12]. The Cloud Service Provider (CSP) 

and cloud users (i.e., cloud data owners and data requesters) are described by the OTKA-AED 

architecture as providing the session key and public keys for achieving message exchange in a secure 

way. This reduces the storage and communication costs associated with provisioning cloud services. 

In this study, the security factor “SK” was considered when designing the suggested OTKA-AED 

framework. By selecting the two multiplicative cyclic groups “G1” and “G2”, the bilinear map “f: G1* 

G1→ G2” may be constructed. The cloud users were formed by assuming that the cloud data owners 

were “DOi=DO1, DO2,..., DOn” and the cloud data requesters were “DRi=DR1, DR2,...DRn”. The 

cypher text was created after the plain text, represented by the symbol “M”, has been encrypted. The 

encryption and decryption were carried out by a third party, or “TP” and were recorded in a matrix 

with attributes set as “α={attr1, attr2, attrn}” respectively. 

 

3.1 One-Time Key Generation 

One-time key generation problems must be considered while implementing the attribute encryption 
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approach in the cloud. The centralized cloud storage is occupied by cloud data, which causes key 

generation time to be nonlinear and increase file size[13]. In the suggested OTKA-AED framework, 

secured message communication is achieved by using the One-Time Key Generation function, which 

generates the through a third party, cloud users can exchange public key and private key. Both the 

Public Key (PK) and Secret Key (K) are used in every session as the parameters for encryption and 

decryption. The session key 𝑆𝐾I with the i𝑡ℎ session for the e𝑡ℎ cloud user is represented as the 

message transmission ‘M’ together with the cypher text that contains the message to be encrypted. 

 

 

[Fig. 1] One-Time Key Generation 

The suggested OTKA-AED framework serves as the foundation for the one-time key generation 

function diagram depicted in [Fig. 1].  

 

3.2 Encryption of attributes Based on Authorization Tags 

The proposed OTKA-AED uses attribute encryption to communicate the message of the cloud data 

owner with other requesters using the authorization tag provided by the cloud data owner. Messages 

delivered through cloud data owners generate the authorization tag “AT” during message broadcasting. 

After evaluating the authorization tag “AT” provided by cloud users using the suggested OTKA-AED 

architecture, encryption is carried out.  

 

 

[Fig. 2] OTKA-AED Architecture 
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The Tag-based Attribute Encryption's activity diagram is shown in [Fig. 3] and is based on the 

OTKA-AED framework that is suggested below. [Fig. 2] shows how to implement message 

encryption using the data owner and authorization tag-based attribute encryption. It is assumed that the 

message “M”, the secret key “K”, the matrix “MAT”, the order “m*n”, and ‘α’ all denote the rows of 

the matrix "MAT.” The Measure of Key Generation Time is shown in [Fig. 2]. 

The time needed to generate the public key and the secret key to enable secure message 

transmission among cloud users by a third party is referred to as key generation time  in the proposed 

OTKA-AED framework. The following is a mathematical formulation of key generation time. 

 

KGtime=Size of the attributes*Time(public key)*Time(secrete key) 

 

In the given equation, KGtime is the key generation time, which is taken into account while 

determining the size, public key, and secret key that must be created for a cloud user. 

It is quantified in milliseconds (ms). The process is said to be more effective when key generation 

takes less time as shown in the [Table 1]. 

 

[Table 1] Tabulation for Key Generation Time 

File size (KB) 

Key Generation Time (ms) 

OTKA-AED 
Existing Secure Data 

Sharing 
Existing KP- ABE 

Existing Ranked Searchable 

Symmetric Encryption 

10 0.031 0.043 0.058 0.075 

20 0.037 0.05 0.064 0.081 

30 0.041 0.053 0.068 0.085 

40 0.039 0.052 0.067 0.084 

50 0.044 0.057 0.072 0.089 

60 0.047 0.06 0.075 0.092 

70 0.046 0.059 0.074 0.091 

80 0.054 0.067 0.081 0.098 

90 0.058 0.072 0.086 0.103 

100 0.061 0.075 0.089 0.106 

 

[Table 1] compares the key generation times for current methods such as the KP-ABE by Changji 

Wang and Jianfa Luo and the ranked searchable symmetric encryption scheme by Wang et al. (2012) 

and the secure data sharing scheme by Zhu and Jiang (2016) with the proposed OTKA-AED 

framework (2013). The range of file sizes used for conducting experiments is 10 to 100. According to 

all approaches have longer key generation times as file sizes grow. When compared to current 

approaches, the proposed OTKA-AED system, however, dramatically reduces the time required for 

key generation. [Fig. 3] shows the graph, which is produced based on the data in [Table 2]. 

The proposed OTKA-AED framework's key generation time is depicted in [Fig. 3.6] and compared 

to the state-of-the-art approaches, such as the secure data sharing scheme developed by [14], the 

ranked searchable symmetric encryption scheme developed by [15], and the KP-ABE developed by 

[16-19]. The chart shows that, in comparison to current methods, the key generation time is 

significantly shorter. This is because only the key characteristics are addressed by the One-Time Key 

Generation method, and for each key attribute, the generation of the public key and the secret key is 

calculated concerning the time, increasing the files’ ability to be read remotely. As a result, the 

suggested OTKA-AED framework for secure message exchange can be used in the cloud with 

confidence. Also, the proposed OTKA-AED framework's key generation time was decreased by 23%, 

38%, and 44%, respectively. 
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[Fig. 3] Measure of Key Generation Time 

 

3.5.1 Measure of Storage Overhead 

The size of the files is between 10 and 100. According to the table, storage overhead increased for 

all techniques as file size increases. However, it was much diminished in the OTKA-AED system. 
 

[Table 2] Tabulation for Storage Overhead 

File size (KB) 

 Storage Overhead (Kbps) 

Proposed OTKA- 

AED 

Existing Secure Data 

Sharing 

Existing KP-

ABE 

Existing Ranked Searchable 

Symmetric Encryption 

10 101 168 225 246 

20 185 245 300 329 

30 235 295 352 372 

40 349 409 467 487 

50 397 452 504 524 

60 449 509 563 583 

70 520 580 632 652 

80 532 600 646 666 

90 554 615 660 680 

100 570 630 671 691 

 

[Fig. 4] shows the measure of storage overhead for the proposed OTKA-AED framework compared 

with the current approaches, including the secure data sharing scheme by Zhu & Jiang (2016), and the 

ranked searchable symmetric encryption. 
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[Fig. 4] Measure of Storage Overhead 

 

Additionally, utilizing the OTKA-AED architecture, the message is only encrypted when the 

permission tag is accepted by both parties. 

4. Conclusion 

The proposed OTKA-AED framework was built to guarantee safe message exchange between 

owners and requesters of cloud data. Additionally, the OTKA-AED framework obtained the 

encryption and decryption method for every session number based on the bilinear mapping 

transformation and reverse bilinear mapping transformation. To provide the public key and secret key, 

the OTKA-AED framework first used the one-time key generation function. This reduced the key 

generation time and hence increased cloud security. Finally, permission tag-based encryption and 

decryption were carried out by the authorization tag, which ensured authorization by effectively 

reducing communication and storage overhead. The proposed OTKA-AED architecture further 

ensures message processing within the cloud environment by increasing the security of message 

communication by encrypting key attributes shared among cloud users. 

Additionally, the effectiveness of the suggested OTKA-AED framework was evaluated using the 

following metrics for cloud service provisioning, including key generation time, storage overhead, and 

communication overhead. The simulation findings showed that the proposed OTKA-AED framework, 

when compared to state-of-the-art works, decreased key generation time by 35%, storage overhead by 

24%, and communication overhead by 14%. However, simply verifying cloud data is insufficient. To 

provide an optimum cloud service provider, the proposed Fuzzy K-Means and K-Medoids algorithms 

were created. Additionally, the algorithms for fuzzy K-Means and K-Medoids, greatly reduce the 

encryption time in CC by authenticating the cloud data. 
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